Travel Guidelines ~ Update 2/18/21
o If you are flying somewhere and planning to attend a highly
populated area (theme park etc..) or gathering with 20 or more
people that you are not in contact with on a daily basis, you will be
asked to isolate/quarantine for 5 days. Day 1 will begin on the first
day after you have returned home.
o If you are flying to a more private location/secluded destination
somewhere and you are going to private location/home and will be
secluded from others, you will be asked to isolate/quarantine for 2
days. Day 1 will be your first after you have returned home.
 If you chose to get a COVID test after you return from
traveling and the results are negative you will still need
to complete the isolated period listed above.
 IF a person develops any COVID like symptoms or tests for
COVID after returning, you may be asked to isolate/quarantine
Isolation/Quarantine could range from 10 – 24 days.
o If you are driving to a highly populated area or gathering with 20 or
more people that you are not in contact with on a daily basis, you will
be asked to quarantine for 3 days. Day 1 will begin on the first day
after you have returned home.
o If you are driving to a more private location/secluded destination
you will be asked to carefully monitor your symptoms once you
return.
o If you chose to get a COVID test after you return
from traveling and the results are negative you will
still need to complete the 14 days of isolation.
 IF a person develops any COVID like symptoms or tests for
COVID after returning, he/she will be asked to immediately
isolate and carefully monitor symptoms.
 If your child/ren have had a positive test result within the 90 days of
traveling they will not need to isolate the given number of days stated above.
 If you have received a COVID vaccination (pertains to staff) you will not
need to isolate as stated above unless you demonstrate any COVID like
symptoms after returning.
 Zooming into the classrooms will only be used for time that one is
isolated/quarantined.

As the restrictions begin to lighten up please know that we will want to continue to
stay proactive. In order to do this please continue to keep your child home if
he/she is experiencing any ill-like feelings. If your child is at school and
demonstrates any ill-like symptoms we will send him/her home immediately. With
the restrictions lightening up we still want to be vigilant.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to me and I will do
my best to provide you with or find the correct answer for you.
Mrs. Tracy Bertrand Sigurdson

